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NO
NEGROES
ALLOWED!
STAFF WRITER NO. UNO
e at the Nubian Network
are sorry for any
inconvenience to those
with virtual attitudes, but Negroes
are not allowed at our web site. The
Negro feels inconvenienced when
he or she has to learn about their
self. At times, the Negro is similar
to a domesticated dog. His or her
greatest comfort and existence is to
serve their master. The Negro will
hate and try to eliminate anyone or
anything that threatens their
Supreme Being!

The Negro believes in the illusion
that he or she is doing better than
those before them. The Negro

W

Negroes are people that try to run
from, hide and deny who and what
they are. They worry about whether
color-less people like them or not.
Negroes are schooled and trained to
higher levels of servitude to colorless people across the planet.
Negroes let other people educate
their children into ignorance and
stupidity. They cannot comprehend
that education should be higher
learning and understanding of that
which you have learned. Education
mean building your own
community instead of running from
it or tearing it down.
The Negro keeps thinking that he
or she is going to cash some kind of
promissory note from the color-less
people. How are you gonna cash a
bogus check you big dummy?

and defending our precious
children
Until such a time, we at the Nubian
Network must question the sanity
of the Negro and Negress. All we
see the Negro / Negress and their
leadership doing is trying to put a
Black face on White power and
defend White interests.
NO NEGROES ALLOWED!

BLACK
FACTS
NEVER AGAIN!
ECONOMIC POWER IS
A MUST!
MAKE AND SUPPORT
BLACK BUSINESSES!
believes and has faith in laws made
by weak enforcers that guarantee
freedom and fairness of treatment.
To the Negro, all race and color
problems have been solved forever.
Abolished! Will there ever be a
place in Black-Time, when the
NEGROES in the Americas, realize
what has been done to them.
Don’t forget the Negress in all this
madness. She ain’t allowed either.
We have some that believe they are
independent, free, safe, selfsufficient and liberated, but have a
hard time proving such in reality.
Too many worshipping the gods
and goddesses of other groups and
other people. We are not educating

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
Africa has more countries than any
other continent on planet Earth.

Since its inception, the United
States has had a legally sanctioned
law enforcement system for the
express purpose of controlling the
slave population and protecting the
interests of slave owners.

Brazil has the largest Japanese
population outside of Japan.

When Blacks in the United States
started uniting in the 60’s and 70’s,
to peacefully protest, President
Hoover sent F.B.I agents to
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infiltrate the movements, loot,
incite riots and commit other acts
of violence, The program is called
COINTELPRO. Some Black
wanted to set fire to the United
States too. That made for long days
and long nights of strategy for our
people. Just like now, same song as
yesterday!

To people of color, the terms
faggot or lesbian don’t always have
anything to do with sex or
sexuality, but always have
something to do with weak!

The overwhelming majority of
Black men do not want White
women no matter what you see on
television.

The Nubian Times
political movements by the masses
of Black people over time.

The mix of African cultures with
the Spanish, Portuguese, French,
and indigenous cultures of Latin
America has produced many
unique forms of language (e.g.,
Palenquero, Garífuna and Creole),
religions (e.g., Candomblé,
Abakuá, Santería, Lucumi and
Vodou), music (e.g., Kompa, Salsa,
Bachata, Punta, Palo de Mayo,
plena, Samba, Merengue, Cumbia)
martial arts (Capoeira) and dance
(Rumba, Merengue). Many of these
cultural expressions have become
pervasive in Latin America.

Every woman who has ever been

themselves for the right to kidnap,
enslave, rape, torture and slaughter
Africans for over 4 centuries.

diagnosed with breast cancer shares
the same element. The most
powerful hormone found in milk
and dairy products (IGF-I) is the
key.

Liberia has been a dumping ground

While African-American juvenile

Europeans fought amongst

for a New York based laboratory
who dump "Highly Infected Apes"
tested for dangerous contagious
diseases.

Wherever there is oppression there
is resistance, even if you don’t
detect it with the naked eye.

Many people of Black African
origin arrived in the Americas with
the Spanish and Portuguese in the
15th and 16th centuries.

Africans in America have lost their
lives in all European wars and they
did not get liberty, freedom or
justice for which others might have
claimed.

It is estimated that about 30% of
Puerto Ricans have African
heritage.
America is both the most unequal
industrialized country, and has the
largest prison population.

The only way that any Black
person can make a lot of money in
the United States is because of

youth are only 17% of the
population, they are 29% of
juvenile arrests, 38% of the youth
in juvenile jails and 59% of the
youth sent to prison.

In the United States, Black-owned
businesses are the second largest
employer of Black people, next to
the federal government. In that
country, only about 8% of small
businesses are Black owned.

The main, metaphysical tool that
Europeans are using to program
Africans is the Bible, with the
Koran running a close second.

Black people in America have no
plans or preparations for when the
Obama Presidency ends. No plans
what so ever! The un-leadership
will continue to say “vote party”!

Blacks in the US have no elected
officials in their own communities.
They only participate in general
elections. For the most part, they do
not govern themselves. They do not
educate themselves.

God knew what he was doing,
placing Black people in Afrika with
the plants and fruits to maintain an
excellent level of life.

The Black problem is that we have
so many ordinary Negroes that feel
they are more than slaves, when in
reality they are less than slaves.

Traditional terms for Afro-Latin
Americans with their own
developed culture include Garífuna
(in Nicaragua, Honduras,
Guatemala and Belize), Cafuzo (in
Brazil), and Zambo in the Andes
and Central America. Marabou is a
term of Haitian origin denoting a
Haitian of multiracial ethnicity.
The term describes the offspring of
a Black African/European or
mulatto and an Amerindian,
specifically the native Taíno, born
in Haiti (formerly SaintDomingue).

Divine Law has nothing to do with
religion.

BLUE
BLUES
BLUE IS THE COLOR OF
SLAVERY IN PLACES
DOMINATED BY
CAUCASIANS!
THAT GIVES
EVERYBODY WITH
SOME COLOR
THE BLUES!
Re-submitted by Uncle Jessie
NOW YOUR COLORS!
Blue is the color of
slavery in places

K
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dominated by Caucasians. That
gives everybody with some color
the BLUES.

strange cologne or perfume is in the
bedroom.

The BLUES is what you get when

must take a paternity test, that is
99.9% correct, just to tell you that
you the Daddy for life.

no matter what you spend for those
dreaming of a White Xmas, you
never satisfy anybody.

When your azz gets beat by
outsiders, you are all Black and
BLUE.

Blues is when you have burned all
your bridges and you think you
can’t last too long, because you
don’t know a change is gonna
come.

You get the BLUES when six men

The BLUES is when you have a
nose job, a tummy tuck, blue
contacts, dyed, fried, falsified hair,
pumps & bleached skin and the
Cracker still thinks or calls you a
Nigger.

The BLUES is when the BLUE
Bellies come with the red, white
and the Blue and you ain’t got no
place to call home, but you been
promised 40 aches and a mule,
which you ain’t got yet.

When you got plenty of money,
you’ve got lots of friends, but when
your money is gone so are your
friends. That’s the BLUES baby!

Blues is when it’s been too hard
livin’, but you are afraid to die.

The BLUES is what you get when

When the gypsy woman read your
palm and refuse to take your
money, you better have the
BLUES.

BLUES.

you know about treaties, covenants,
proclamations, declarations and
civil rights and you ain’t got a pot
to piss in. You even short of paper
to wipe your ass!

The BLUES is when the hawk

When you zaps out and thinks you

When you don’t make bail, it’s the

blows down the street around 40
miles an hour and all the clothes in
the world won’t help you.

BLUE is the color of your eyes
when you come up short on soul.
When you can’t hear or get to the
BLUE note of the Blackness, all
you can have is BLUE eyed soul.

The BLUES is when the eagle flies
on Friday and on Stormy Monday
you flat broke.

When the Hoochie Coochie you
been spendin’ time with went to the
clinic, had to get some shots, and
the doctor left a message on your
answering machine. What you got?

trapped in the wrong body…it’s the
BLUES all right! Don’t start me
tellin’ no lies!

It’s the BLUES when the Health
Department closes the Nail & Foot
joint while you getting your feet
done.

BLUE is the color of your world,

What is it when you get snake eyes
on every roll and the baby need
new shoes?

The BLUES is when your
“FRIEND” uses your Independence
Card to buy Crack.

When your MOJO ain’t workin’
you should have the BLUES if you
know what I’m talkin’ bout!

The BLUES is when you ain’t

when your baby done gone away. It
doesn’t matter if you did right or
you did wrong, they gone and your
world is BLUE.

saved up enough money to get out
of town. No matter if you ain’t got
no place to go, it’s still the
BLUES!

When people see you at the club so

It’s the BLUES when you find out
your girls really want to be your
boyz.

BLUE is the color of a Black

much, they start calling you a
BARFLY, what you got? Even if
you do claim you just sipping on a
soda, you still whack.

person’s eyes, when they wear
contacts trying desperately to look
like a person that comes up short
on soul.

BLUES is when your partner can’t
play cards and you are trump tight
with the first deal from a BLUE
deck.

The BLUES is when you still in a

The BLUES is when you claim 99

no love to call your own.

rusty shack or a Project in the
Durty South

dependents all year long and you
find out you not only ain’t getting
no refund, but you owe big time
too.

The blue wall of silence, also blue

When the Po Po puts lights in your
neighborhood, they usually are
flashing BLUE.

BLUES is when you find the back
door open and the scent of some

You have to wear a light BLUE
uniform to the slave every single
day and over time too.

You get a flu shot against you
better judgment, your arm swells
up and you start snottin’ and
snortin’ like a pig…what’s that
called?

A BLUE moon is when you have

code and blue shield, are terms
used in the United States to denote
the idea of an unwritten rule that
exists among police officers not to
report on a colleague's errors,
misconducts, or crimes. This Blues
your mind!
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When the only relationships you
got are financial, it ain’t the
BLUES baby, its depression.

THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

and will now be content will have a
rude awakening if the nation
returns to business as usual. And
there will be neither rest nor
tranquility in America until the
Negro is granted his citizenship
rights. The whirlwinds of revolt
will continue to shake the
foundation of our nation until the
bright day of justice emerges.”

SHARED POWER?
The Gospel According To
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

(OUR STORY)
BLACK LIFE IS PRECIOUS.

WE CAN’T BREATHE
The Gospel According To
Frantz Fanon
“We revolt simply because, for
many reasons, we can no longer
breathe.”

“We have got to come and see that
integration must be seen not merely
in esthetic and romantic terms. It
must be seen in political terms.
Integration in its true dimensions is
shared power.”

transformation of African Mental
Slaves into African Masters.”

BECOME A PRODUCER
The Gospel According To
Camille Cosby
“As long as you are a consumer,
you are a beggar. You must
become a producer. We must learn
from the lessons of the Japanese.

STUDY BLACK
HISTORY TOO
The Gospel According To
Booker T. Washington

RACISM

“You go to school; you study about
the Germans and the French, but
not your own race. I hope the time
will come when you study Black
history too.”

The Gospel According To

IF I LOVE YOU

Neely Fuller

The Gospel According To

“Racism has done more to promote
non-justice, than any other sociomaterial system known to have
been produced, or supported, by the
people of the known Universe.”

James Baldwin
“If I love you, I have to make you
conscious of the things that you do
not see.”

THE FIRE NEXT TIME

BUSINESS OF US ALL

UNTIL RACISM IS
ELIMINATED

The Gospel According to

The Gospel According To

James Baldwin

Mamie Till-Mobley

Neely Fuller

“This innocent country set you
down in a ghetto in which, in fact,
it intended that you should
perish…You were born into a
society which spelled out with
brutal clarity, and in as many ways
as possible, that you were a
worthless human being. You were
not expected to aspire to
excellence: you were expected to
make peace with mediocrity.

“Two months ago I had a nice
apartment in Chicago. I had a good
job. I had a son. When something
happened to the Negroes in the
South I said, “That’s their business,
not mine”. Now I know how wrong
I was. The murder of my son has
shown me that what happens to any
of us, anywhere in the world, had
better be the business of us all!”

NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
“And those who hope that the
Negro needed to blow off steam

“No major problem that exists
between the people of the known
Universe can be eliminated until
Racism is eliminated.”

AFRICAN MASTERS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Richard King
“Africans [Americans] must know
their own history for it is needed to
correctly read the language of their
own mind, language that is still
expressing unconscious ideas in
Ancient African tongue. African
history is essential for African
Mental Health and the

The Gospel According To

NEVER BE FEARFUL
The Gospel According To
Rosa Parks
“You must never be fearful about
what you are doing if it is right!”
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BLACK CHILDREN

demand. It never did and it never
will. Find out just what any people
will quietly submit to and you have
found out the exact measure of the
justice and wrong which will be
imposed upon them, and these will
continue till they are resisted with
either words or blow or with both.
The limits of tyrants are prescribed
by the endurance of those whom
they oppress.”

The Gospel According To

EDUCATION

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

The Gospel According To

MY OBJECTIVES ARE
BLACK
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
“I am Black first…my sympathies
are Black, my allegiance is Black,
my objectives are Black!”

“I won’t rest until Black children
are taught to love themselves as
themselves!”

ILLEGALS AND BLACK
LEADERSHIP
The Gospel According To
Raynard Jackson
“Once again the media has been
derelict in its responsibility to be
fair and balanced. Poll after poll
has shown that Blacks are the
largest demographic against
amnesty for illegals; and study after
study has shown that Blacks would
also be the most hurt by granting
amnesty to these illegals.”
“Most media outlets has never
challenged members of the
Congressional Black Caucus, the
NAACP, or the Urban League on
how they can support a policy that
would devastate the very people
they claim to represent. How can
the media continue to IGNORE this
story?”

WITHOUT DEMAND
The Gospel According To
Frederick Douglass
“Those who profess to favor
freedom yet deprecate agitation, are
men who want crops without
plowing up the ground; they want
rain without thunder and lightning.
They want the ocean without the
awful roar of its many waters….
Power concedes nothing without

EDUCATION FOR
LIBERATION
The Gospel According To
Dr. Adelaide Sanford
“An education for liberation does
not super impose a pattern, but it
takes the child as he or she comes
and embraces and enhances that
child and expands it’s horizons. An
education for liberation is more
than academics!

Dr. Martin Luther King
“To save man from the morass of
propaganda, in my opinion is one
of the chief aims of education.
Education must enable one to sift
and weigh evidence, to discern the
true from the false, the real from
the unreal, and the facts from the
fiction.
The function of education,
therefore, is to teach one to think
intensively and to think critically.
But education which stops with
efficiency may prove the greatest
menace to society.”

NEGROES WITH GUNS
The Gospel According To
Robert F. Williams
“The Afro-American militant is a
“militant” because he defends
himself, his family, his home and
his dignity. He does not introduce
violence into a racist social system.
The violence is already there and
always has been. It is precisely this
unchallenged violence that allows a
racist social system to perpetuate
itself. When people say that they
are opposed to Negros ‘resorting to
violence’, what they really mean is
that they are opposed to Negroes
defending themselves and
challenging the exclusive
monopoly of violence practiced by
white racist!”

TO BE PRESIDENT
Chris Rock
“To say that Obama is progress is
saying that he’s the first Black
person that is qualified to be
President. That’s not Black
progress. That’s White progress.
There’s been Black people
qualified to be President for
hundreds of years!”

THE RIVER OF BLOOD
Harry Belafonte
“The river of blood that washes the
streets of our nation flows mostly
from the bodies of our Black
children!”

THEY THINK THEY ARE
SLICK
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
“Those who are trying to connect
the murders of the NYPD officers
with the thousands of articulate and
peaceful protesters across America
are being deliberately misleading in
a cynical and selfish effort to turn
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public sentiment against the
protesters!”

MINNIE THE MOOCHER
Cab Calloway

Folks let me tell you about Minnie
the Moocher
She was a lowdown hoochie
coocher
She was the roughest, toughest frail
But Minnie had a heart as big as a
whale
Hidee hidee hidee hi
Hodee hodee hodee ho

“Just because no one has a whip at
your back, does not mean you are
not a slave.”

THE BOULE’
Mbwebe Aja Ishangi
“One of the problems we should
have with the Boule’ and the other
8 college frats and sororities is that
they falsely acknowledge the
Greeks as the founders of
civilization. We of course know
this is a lie.”

SOUTH AFRICA
The Gospel According To

RACISM RETARDS

Bennie Bunsee.

The Gospel According To

“The land they took from us must
be returned. The same struggle here
in South Africa where I live. It’s a
big battle here because the ANC
government of Mandela is a procolonial collaborationist
government. Mandela was not the
great liberator as many think. It is
because he protected colonial
interests that the West has made a
hero of him. But the struggle
continues.”

Neely Fuller
“The fear, frustration, malice and
confusion, that is caused by
Racism, retards or prevents all
constructive activity between
people of the known Universe.

WHITE SUPREMACY
The Gospel According To
Neely Fuller
“The only form of functional
Racism that exists among people of
the known Universe is “White
Supremacy!”

NEVER BE FREE
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
“A people will never be free when
they worship a God assigned to
them and they can never respect a
Black father in the home when they
have a White father hanging on the
wall.”

WHAT DOES THAT
MEAN?

“If the American legal system does
not work in a particular case, it is,
nonetheless, workable generally. It
is only unworkable when a
"moron" seeks to make it work or a
"Judas goat" misleads the Black
sheep. The white media, in addition
to the merger of church and state
[FBI], are also accomplices.”

ABSENCE OF RIGHTS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Alton Maddox
“The absence of a civil rights unit
in the U.S. Department of Justice is
proof that civil rights, in this
nation, is defunct. U.S. Attorney
Loretta Lynch, as the possible head
of the U.S. Justice Department,
only means that she is a "red
herring." President Barack Obama
is now seeking an answer to
immigrant rights. Civil rights have
fallen off of his agenda. This is bad
news for "Negro" citizens and
Latino immigrants.”

LEGAL SYSTEM

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Attorney Alton Maddox

QUICK MOVIE
REVIEWS
By DIVINE1ON1

DEAR WHITE
PEOPLE
5 out of 10 stars
Tyler James Williams, Tessa
Thompson, Kyle Gallner

This seems to be the story of
revolutionary and bourgie
Blacks in college, struggling
against each other and White
students, but kind of turns out
to be some kind of Negro
ensemble of nothingness,
with inter-racial
homosexuality thrown in too.
The college was suppose to
be Ivy League, but seemed
more like a preppy high
school. I felt like smacking
somebody. I can’t
recommend this movie, but if
you ain’t got anything better
to do, check it out and watch
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some confused Negroes in
confused action. I haven’t a
clue who got paid to make
this shyt up!

THE RETRIEVAL
9.5 stars out of 10

if you want to know her
acting history. That got her
where she is today! I had
forgotten how dark she really
was.

NO GOOD DEED
9 stars out of 10

Ashton Sanders, Tishuan Scott,
Keston John

Taraji P. Henson, Idris Elba

Around the time of the Civil

I thought this was a pretty

War, a Black man and boy,
part of a White bounty hunter
gang, are sent to the North to
retrieve a Black man. Some
very interesting things
happen. I don’t want to give
anything away. It is well
worth the sit down and pop
corn.

good mystery/thriller and the
characters were developed
better than most films do
Black folks. Idris plays a
nutty convict that escapes and
terrorizes a woman and her
children. I don’t want to give
away anything more, but it
did maintain my interest.
Idris did a good acting job
and Taraji was fair this time
Order a pizza and some beer
for this one maybe. When
Black folks are in a decent
movie, it’s time for a small
celebration at least!

SIN
Kerry Washington, Ving Rhames

6 stars out of 10

Here you have the first
trashing of Kerry
Washington, Holly weird
style. Washington plays a
bummed-out, trashy junkie,
being held hostage by some
White dude, seeking revenge
against her brother, played by
Ving Rhames. The acting is
fair, the story is fair. I only
watched this movie, because
someone told me this was the
key trashing of Kerry
Washington that helped her
proceed a little further in
Holly weird. I had to see it
for myself. It wasn’t that
graphic, but the implied
sentiment was about the same
as Halle berry in Monster’s
ball. The girl got dogged all
right. View at your own risk

to be cheap with this one.
Don’t run to a theater; catch
it on Red Box maybe, for no
more than $2 or $3! Just
don’t pay a lot. It ain’t super
duper!

SELMA
7.5 stars out of 10
David Oyelowo, Carmen Ejogo,
Oprah Winfrey

This was a good, sound
production, but just another
mediocre attempt at recycling
Martin Luther King Jr. When
I saw Oprah, I thought I was
looking at a rerun of Color
Purple. The brother playing
Martin, was probably the best
attempt I’ve seen and the
sister than played Mrs. King
did a good job as well. That’s
about all I can say.
THE GOOD LIE
Emmanuel Jal, Ger Duany, Arnold
Oceng

EQUALIZER

8 stars out of 10

8 stars out of 10

Some brothers and sisters get

Denzel Washington

caught up in the Sudan Civil
War as children and have to
stay in a refugee camp until
they are adults. Suddenly
they are given a chance to
resettle in America, Kansas
City, Missouri. They have to
deal with an employment
agency to stay and the culture
shock starts working on their
minds and changes their
lives. They try to maintain as
much of their culture as
humanly possible, but it is an
interesting encounter all the
way around. This was a

All Denzel movies are
usually major motion
pictures, so you get your
money’s worth. He stays with
being action oriented in this
one too. I don’t think it was
one of his best, but it will do.
I just don’t think it had much
“bite”! I don’t feel his
character was developed
enough. Watching Black
dudes save White women
isn’t particularly my thing,
but its Denzel, so why not
again? Just remember I said
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movie, but I felt it to be kind
of educational. The film
actually made me put myself
in their shoes and think about
how I would handle the
situation. It has a decent
ending, but I thought the
whole journey was
adventurous. Get a sub and
some fries from the sub shop
if you eat that stuff. I know I
did. It was good enough to
chill and think on.

strippers and anybody about
them dollars and that life! If
you are into that, this one’s
for you! I ain’t hating, so
enjoy if that’s you!

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Most cops killed today are killed

Michael Jai White, Laila Ali

MISSISSIPPI
SHAKEDOWN
5 stars out of 10
Dewey Allen, Mando Allen,
Money Bagz

This movie is for those
brothers and sisters that are
deep into Dirty South hiphop. I’m not. It centers on
thug life, drug warring, gun
toting, double crossing

In Caucasian dominated societies,
the upper class commits far more
crime than the lower class. For
example, in the United States,
street criminals stole $15.3 billion
in 1993, but white collar-criminals
embezzled $200 billion.
take blame for all the mischief and
devastation they have caused on
planet Earth.

8 stars out of 10

good with the fighting and
action scenes. His sister,
played by Laila Ali gets
kidnapped and he sets out to
find her in Brazil. The only
problem was some of the
translations, I couldn’t read
quite as good as a major
motion picture. But, if you
want action, this flick gives
you plenty of that. Mr. White
don’t play and his skills come
blazing through the screen,
especially if you got HD and
a big screen. Enjoy!

assumed to be among that nation’s
most tolerant and broad-minded
enclaves, violent racism and
homophobia are becoming
commonplace.

Colorless people do not want to

FALCON RISING

Brother Michael is always

On US college campuses, long

by White people.

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
On large plantations, the person
who directed the daily work of the
slaves was the overseer, usually a
White man but occasionally an
enslaved Black man—a "driver"—
promoted to the position by his
master. In today’s world, a woman,
White or Black, can be a slave
driver, promoted to that position by
their master.

White women are still seducing &
recruiting Black women. They need
more willing servants and
employees to nurse their children
and people.

The most commonly used birth
control by Caucasian females was
infanticide, then abortion, but now
it’s mostly done with pills.

A person that drinks alcohol daily
will be considered a well adopted
individual in Caucasian dominated
societies, where alcohol
consumption is not only allowed,
but also expected.

Reality check- only the slave
dreams about becoming a gladiator,
ball player in Roman society.

Top over the counter and Internet

problems having sex, they also
have problems having orgasms.

drugs and medications used by
Caucasians for Pain Relief:
Imitrex, Fioricet, Celebrex,
Ultram, Tramadol,
Hydrocodone.asp, Vioxx and
Vicodin.asp. All have side effects
and many may have been seen
advertised on TV, with no
guarantee.

In European dominated societies,

Cloning gives Europeans with

History is a lie agreed upon.

Caucasians are not only having

Cocaine continues to be the most
frequently mentioned illicit
substance reported by hospital
emergency departments.

High heels were first worn by
European men.

homosexual lifestyles the
opportunity to pro-create
themselves.

Europeans are the people most
likely to make a profit off the use
of chemicals.
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In Caucasoid dominated countries,
pornography is more watched than
sporting events, but the attendance
& ratings of sport events is
increased when you add “mild”
pornography or women bouncing
and throwing their legs and bare
body parts in the air.

Mutant Albinos lead the world in
the creation of man-made, designer
diseases.

The Spaniards and Portuguese
brought over the African slave
women and dressed them European
style. They became the early
mothers to the 150 million Afro
Latinos today. Only 5% of the
African slaves landed in the U.S.
About 95% landed in South and
Central America, and the
Caribbean.
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chemical cousins of profitable
drugs, so that they can create a new
market, often with negligible or
little true health benefits.

Homosexuality is a practice where

There was a partnership in East

Don’t for one minute think that

Africa between the Portuguese
slave traders and the Arab slave
traders.

White women can’t be slave
drivers. They too will work you for
low wages and until the meat fall
off your bones!

Colorless people consider nuclear

males start feeling insecure about
masculinity and females start
feeling insecure about femininity.

bombs as holy weapons of peace.

Some Black scientists are saying

98% of American businesses are
insecure online. New Age cartels
are mostly electronic and global.

that Blacks should focus on
economics a bit more than politics.
The Democratic Party has taken us
about as far as they can. We’ve got
to put our money, financial power
where our hopes and dreams are.
Black folks have helped push many
a politician into office and have
very little to show for the effort and
votes!

Without women there can’t be any

Everywhere that white explorers

children. No homo!

and soldiers went or adventured;
they found people of color.

Black GrapeVine news- Just a
reminder….prescription drugs are
killing more people than illegal
drugs. This place is ass backwards!

The British conducted their
biological warfare experiments in
the Caribbean.

The Japanese conducted their
biological warfare experiments on
the Chinese.

America is number one in police
killings, incarceration and
inequality. Yet the overwhelming
majority of police killing are done
by colorless people.

Euro-America’s greatest asset
today is the unquestionable loyalty
and labor of near-50 million Blacks
now firmly under their sovereign
authority.

White men aggressing against
aboriginal people in the Americas
invented scalping.

In European societies, if you don’t
belong to a Jewish tribe, you
become a gentile, a pagan.

In the mad rush for more dough,
European, drug companies are
simply creating isomers or

Black GrapeVine news- Black

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
QUEER THINGS
EDITION
The Nubian network reserves the
right to Crack on people,
philosophies and points of view,
pertaining to or affecting Black
folks! One Love!

The Black vote should be a special
interest vote, to supply our
interests, needs and concerns..
Don’t we have special interests and
needs? It seems as if recently,
Black people have been voting for
nothing. The majority of us are not
MIDDLE CLASS or MIDDLE
INCOME!

Without men, there can’t be any
children. No homo!

scientists say that the Civil Rights
movement brought about
integration but failed to bring about
true political and economic equality
for the African-American
community.

No man or women is above the
laws of a country whether he or she
wears a uniform or a mask.

Be prepared for the getting worst
news-. Soon the media will try to
push interracial homosexuality
down our throats. Sooner or later
TV’s season running shows will
have Black females wanting,
longing and having sexual relations
with colorless females and Black
males engaged with colorless males
much the same way.

Rumor has it that recent scandals
have crushed any hopes of Bill
Cosby creating Cosby Land. I
know some of his fans wanted to
see Fat Albert, Dwayne Wayne,
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Whitley, Rudy, the rest of the
Huxtables and Lil Bill, but you just
might have to wait on this vacation
playground. If you could do Disney
World 2 or 3 times with your kids,
you would of enjoyed the chance to
do Cosby Land. Laughter is
universal. At this time, we don’t
think Jell-o and Pudding Pops
would sponsor him. Oh well! It
would have been nice to see Bill
stop in and do some political and
socio-economic standup comedy
about Black people. His current
situation has Mr. Cosby in a
situation comedy, but no one is
laughing. This might well be the
first DRAMA he has been in!

Cannabis is now known as
“marijuana” because those who
wanted to outlaw it used its Spanish
name to make it sound foreign and
menacing.

The Black community is not a
Homosexual Empire. Don’t fall for
the dumb shyt. If you make that
choice, don’t object or get bent out
of shape when other people make
their choice to reject your shyt! If
you don’t want anybody bullying
you, then don’t bully anybody else!

If you think a hair weave, some
high heels, some hair dye, fake
boobs, a tummy tuck, some plastic
surgery or another woman in your
bed make you a Queen or “God”,
you haven’t developed a brain yet.

Michael Brown and Eric Garner
were not afforded the opportunity
to face a jury of their peers for their
alleged crimes. “Justice” was
dispensed on the streets by law
enforcement officials. To speculate
on their innocence or guilt is some
bullshyt! They can’t defend
themselves, because they are dead.
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situations. Protect yourself at all
times! CHECK with your MATE

Black GrapeVine news- Tetanus
vaccines given to millions of young
women in Kenya have been
confirmed by laboratories to
contain a sterilization chemical that
causes miscarriages.

You can straighten you hair all you
want to, but within two weeks your
hair will go back to Afrika.

Empire, starring Terrance Howard
and straight outta jail Taraji P.
Henson, appears to be the first
homosexual, Black dominated,
situation comedy show on TV.
They should have named it Homo
Empire for all the drama and
comedy scenes! More emphasis on
queer shyt than Black whatever! Is
it true that Negroes have a big
homosexual appetite, because lots
of females are really eating that
shyt up! Lmao!

Moor Wigga news- Madonna is
jealously complaining because she
wasn’t allowed to show her old
nipples in public, but Kim
Kardashian was allowed to show
her nude ass in public. Broads that
are bums always do some sickening
things as some form of
competition. Ratchet, ratchet,
ratchet!

some areas, the suspensions are for
WILLFUL DEFIANCE. We must
work diligently with our children or
they will continue to be labeled as
trouble makers. Where there is a
will, there is a way in this realm.

The Black Panther Party’s 1966
platform, known as the ten-point
program, included the demand:
“#7. We want an immediate end to
police brutality and murder of
Black people, other people of color,
and all oppressed people inside the
United States.” The issue of police
brutality in communities of color
has a long history and the Panther
platform gives an example of how
to turn grievances into a clear set of
goals for meaningful change.

It’s queer when you catch a case
and the lawyer walks in and says,
“Let us pray on it”. Just as queer
when your people are being
murdered in the streets and a
politician walks in and says, Let us
pray on it.” Somebody should have
prayed that you got the right lawyer
and the right politician for this
realm and not the next one.

Moor Wigga news- An Associated
Press survey found that 60 percent
of Americans have explicit “antiblack attitudes” How many of “us’
were included in that survey? How
many people don’t like you!

Black scientists have found that
getting an abortion does get rid of
the physical child, but it does not
rid a woman of the spiritual child.
That child is with them, in their
blood, until their essence passes to
another dimension or realm.
Are Republicans or Democrats
doing any work for the Black
community or are their priorities
immigration and gay’s maybe?

Check! Free, independent and

Black Children are being

liberated generally means that you
are un-protected. Better get
somebody worthy to watch ya
back. Calling the police or dialing
911 don’t mean much in a lot of

suspended in PRE-SCHOOL at a
rate that is 3 times higher than
White children. Nawwwwww, we
are not making this up. The Preschool to prison pipeline is real. In

Many Africans in America have
realized in the 21st century, that the
American system of justice does
not apply to them. Every time one
of their own gets shot in the streets
by rouge cops, their memories are
shocked back into the wicked
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reality of where they live. No one
protects and serves them.

What Europeans classify as World
Wars, weren’t really World Wars.
Colorless people just mastered the
art of spree killing and mass
murdering on a global scale.

Moor Black Grapevine newsWhites are the only race that never
suffers any kind of systemic racism
anywhere in the world.

Now they got women all by their
lonesome in commercials, trying to
sell Viagra to men. If you penis
stays hard for 3 hours straight, they
say you are OK, but if it stays hard
for 4 hours straight, you are
suppose to call a doctor or hurry to
a hospital emergency room. You
might be considered a sex machine
or a disposable dildo. Either way,
something queer is happening to
you, that you might want to have
fixed!
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Holly weird determines who the
stars are. IT’s GRAVY! Holly
weird loves them ghetto gaggers!

MARION BERRY LIVES,
STUART SCOTT LIVES,
DR. AMOS WILSON
LIVES, DR. KHALID
MUHAMMAD LIVES,
PAULINE LUMUMBA
LIVES, ANDRAE
CROUCH LIVES,
CLIFFORD ADAMS
LIVES and STEVE
COKELY LIVES!
You can’t live your life as if one
person in your community is gonna
make it for everybody. We have to
find a way where we all achieve
different levels of satisfaction and
success.

Some plantations had both a white
overseer and a black driver,
especially in the Deep South or on
plantations where the master was
often absent. This still applies
today, especially in corporate
environments where the owners are
stock holders. Stockholders want
maximum returns on their
investments at any cost.

Colourless people or Europeans
have never really fought in a
WORLD WAR. The majority of
people on the planet don’t really
want any parts of their bullshyt!

Does the American system of
justice apply to Black folks? Don’t
get me started Yo!

Truth is the first casualty in war!
It is permissible to give a Black
defendant a slave instruction in a
criminal trial.

We are still waiting for White
people to go back to Europe. It’s
just that no country in Europe will
take most of them. They are too
dependent on privilege,
government contracts, too much
attitude, lie a lot and too many are
serial killers!

Colorless people always promise
things, but all they deliver is pain.

Michael Brown and Eric Garner
were not afforded the opportunity
to face a jury of their peers for their
alleged crimes. “Justice” was
dispensed on the streets by law
enforcement officials. Sounds like
they were lynched to me!

President Obama’s Task Force on
21st Century Policing will be
chaired by an African-American,
Philadelphia Police Commissioner
Charles H. Ramsey. The jury is still
out on him. Nobody knows if his
heart can comprehend protecting
and serving the African-American
community that generated him, as
much as White people are protected
and served.

made up characters, imagining how
great it could be living in a
cesspool! The cesspool is very,
very real. YOU BIG DUMMY!

Political correct and reality are two
different things.

There are still females and males

WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO
YOU SHAWTY? THAT
SOUNDS KIND OF
QUEER!
Sometimes I wonder what the f#ck
some Black people are praying for.
I swear most of us ain’t on the
same page, not on any page or
some people done slipped and
bumped their heads worrying about
what it’s going to be like in the
next lifetime!

Did “The Cosby Show” remind
you of “Leave It to Beaver” back in
the day? They actually had
Negroes, sitting in front of a Boob
Tube, watching 2 dimensional,

all round the world that enjoy
hurting other people for their own
benefit. All the praying in the
world won’t help them or you.
Somebody is going to have to slow
their roll down! They are trippin’
off their own selves a bit too much.
Greedy and selfish MF’s and
bytches!

Seems like every movie Holly
Weird produced has homosexual
tendencies. Should make one
wonder if Holly Weird is in league
with the Christian Church?

Columbus Day should be replaced
by Indigenous People’s Day!

God gives people a good reason to
hate, despise and kill each other.
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Is Obama, with AfriCom, helping
Colorless people in their attempts
to re-colonize Africans and their
land? It seems that Europeanized
Christians are in competition with
Arabized Muslims and the Chinese
to get as much control of African
people and their resources as they
can.

AKAs (Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc.) received an email
that said sisters could wear sorority
colors at protests, but asked them to
“refrain” from wearing any sorority
“paraphernalia.” Deltas (Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.) were
notified of a similar prohibition on
their organization's website. They
have been forbidden to wear their
letters in protests. They don’t want
anybody to think the sorority is too
deep in supporting their people.
The slave Masters or somebody
might want to jump in their shyt
and they really ain’t all that
powerful. Let it be known that they
are only a weak as shyt bunch of
job seekers, without little if any
real Black leadership qualities.
Lately, men have stopped fearing
guns and bullets, but they still fear
monsters! That’s Monsta!

BACK IN
DA DAY
This is a re-print!
UncleJessie@plantation.com
Note: Uncle Jessie is doing fine.
He’s gotten his GED and is now
attending Little Rock Community
College. (He finished that too)

This here article is about not so
long ago, back in da day. You
know, when you was a youngin’?
Let’s take a look back and
remember when or remember what
waz!
Back in the day, Snoop Doggy
Dogg played a Big G with a Scary
Curl hair-do and some potent beats.
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Now White peoples is pimpin’ him,
while he think he a pimp. If the
pimp gets pimped, then the pimp is
a Ho’ too.

Back in the day, Lil’ Kim was a
livin’ on the edge young gal, with
potential and a Big-Small Niggah
flauntin’ her azz. Now she a Mopp
Top lookin’ bar fly Ho’ that needs
to keep that old azz body covered
up some. The girl is fine, but she
ain’t got no class at all.

Back in the day, Michael Jackson
was a big-nosed youngin’ with lots
of talent. Now, forty some years
later, he’s a buttermilk complexed
White lookin’ freak, goin’ broke &
crazy tryin’ to relive a White
childhood he never had. Much luv
Jacko, but you gotta grow up
sometime and really see that it is a
man in the mirror looking back at
you.

Back in the day we thought Latifah
was one of dem five percenter
peoples and for a youngin’ had
queen potential, wearing her
crowns and espousing U-N-I-T-Y.
Now White peoples done turned
her out to be a dyke, a jail Ma Ma,
a prostitute, a comedian and now, a
maid-up Cover-Girl pizza sales
man. Somethin’ seems kinda queer
here to me. She done went from a
potential Queen to a real life
Hoochie, right before our eyes.
That was planned. Maybe Cosby
can teach her how to sell some JellO. No need to playa hate. She
gonna end up hating herself at this
rate.

Back in the day, Beyonce was a
backbiting, sneaky singer youngin’,
trying to get a break. Now she’s a
backbiting, sneaky, sleazy, go-forself, looking for a voice actress.
One of the latest promoted round
the world Black Bimbos. You go
Suga. What goes around, comes
around. Dem white kids say you
got talent, but don’t forget it’s a
long crawl up out that gutter when
that silliness grows old Bug-a-Boo.

Back in the day, Halle Berry was a
confused half-and-half gal, hardly
getting’ paid and Spike Lee was all
up in that. Now she crashin’ cars,
livin’ large and winnin’ awards for
playin’ junkies, Hoochies,
alcoholics, White men’s throw-aways and an X-Man freak. What’s
his name was tryin’ to keep her
calm until she put a claim on his
child, but now she just frontin’ in
movies tryin’ to prove just how
loco crazy she really is. That gal
couldn’t have finished high school.
She ain’t actin, she just playin’ on
herself. And just think, she might
be screamin’ broke next year.

Back in the day, Kwesi Mfume was
a skinny, big head youngin’,
standin’ on corners and slingin’ out
drugs. Now he’s the head of the
NAACP sellin’ out Negroes. How I
know? I asked my peoples up in
Baltimore. My cousins live on the
West Side near Dru Hill. Been up
dat way for years. They knows
everybody up there.

Back in the day, Clarence Thomas
used Affirmative Action to pull
himself up by his bootstraps so he
could get a good job, play on Anita
Hill and marry himself a White gal.
Now he’s doin’ everything he can
to make sure everybody else ain’t
even got no straps, ain’t got no
boots and ain’t got a pot to piss in.
Seems like he want everybody
that’s Black, broke and walkin’ on
shaky ground, actin’ like they are
hood rats chasin’ down some
cheddar. Pay back is a female dog
Uncle Tom.

Back in the day, Ice-T played a
hip-hop gang-banger, the “Original
Gangsta” and a “Cop Killer”. Then
he played with being a B-actor in
some B-movies. Now the youngin’
is pretending he’s a tough guy cop,
chasing down sexual misfits in a
SUV on SVU for Law & Order,
while getting’ played by white gals,
thinkin’ white peoples luv him.
Remember where you come from
Homey. White peoples don’t luv
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you youngin’! They just using you
to get what they want. We getting’
played watchin’ you bein’ pimped
youngin’. I just hope you gave up
them B-movies OG.

Back in the day, Ice-Cube played a
“Niggah Wit a Attitude”, a rapper,
and a thug, runnin’ around wit his
homeys, makin’ money since the
10th grade, sportin’ a greasy JeriCurl. He did a couple of B-movies
too, with one classic, Boyz in the
Hood. Now he pretends he’s a
comedian every Friday, finally got
himself enough money to own a
Barber Shop with some cheddar
and now he ain't got no attitude no
more. Maybe he never really was a
Niggah Wit an Attitude at all. On
the streets they say he sold out and
now all he can do is stay in the
house most of the time. How I
know. I got a cousin that live in
Oakland, who got a homey in LA.,
over near Crenshaw Way. Cube
ain’t done sold out. Homeboy is
just everything he said Easy-E was.

Back in the day, Al Sharpton was a
kid that wanted to be like James
Brown. Now he might think he is
James Brown, fallin’ out on the
stage, ‘ cause ain’t none of them
Democrat Negroes got his back.

Back in the day Method Man and
Red Man dropped into the Hip-Hop
nation seemingly from the WuTang Clan, ‘cause they couldn’t
make it on their own. Remember.
things was so easy then. Last time I
seen dem, they was doin’
commercials for Right Guard and
workin’ on another dumb azz Bmovie comedy. Something about
this smells. They still can’t make it
on their own. Ain’t there nobody
left that ain’t tryin’ to Cross Over
into the mainstream? Maybe WuTang is Forever No More!

Back in the day, Jennifer Lopez
played a Hoochie girl in Living
Color, then par-layed her way into
acting, playing opposite a Black
guy and a goofy, White boy. Some
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time in there she played Selina,
played a town hooker and then
became JLo. I don’t know who she
was hooked up with then, but I
know she was hookin’. Then she
hooked up with Puffy, got kicked
to the curb, stayed out of jail and
hooked up with what’s his name.
Kicked him to the curb, hooked up
wit Ja Rule, played a maid and
hooked up with that hill Billie boy
that played a blind Daredevil. He
reminds me of that White boy she
hooked, jabbed and punched out in
that other movie. While she was
doin’ all this hookin’, she took
some time out to say she wasn’t
Black. Maybe that’s a good thang.
Anyway, next she gonna wanna
Hoochie hook-up with 50 cent. Just
you wait and see.

Back in the day, Jessie Jackson
rode on M. L. King’s back with a
big Afro and was a wanna-be
president Fly Guy with a dashiki.
The Jews gave him a big “PUSH”,
Jessie became “somebody” as he
fronted about a Black Political
Party with “Power to the People”
all right! He hooked up with
Roberta Flack and a whole lotta
others gals back in dem days. Just
ask my cousin. Now he’s known as
“My Baby’s Daddy”, still tryin’ to
get back on camera, after he done
flew somewhere over the Rainbow.
With all that money that White
Power done paid him, at least he
can pay child support, but I hope he
don’t ever again go runnin’ his
mouth about Black Power. Dam,
that seem like it was just yesterday,
but it was back in the day.

playin’ her boy friend. It was those
cattle beef men that stopped her in
her tracks. Made her back that
thang up, git gone or die. She got
gone. Now she got herself some
money, ain’t got no man, can’t find
no man and can’t buy no man, but
still got plenty of time to hang out
with dem White gals. Maybe
someday Hillary Clinton might
hook her up with a good job in the
White House. Then, if she still got
some money, I might volunteer to
be her baby’s Daddy.

Back in the day, LeBron was a
poor youngin’ in the projects,
winnin’ & schoolin’ chumps on the
basketball court with ease, but
wasn’t gittin’ none. How I know? I
got me another cousin up in
Cleveland, ‘round Uclid way. Now
LeBron is rich and White gals is
playin’ on him. The pressures is
mounting while he’s got cameras
stuck-up his azz and his team loses
and misses shots and loses and
plays no defense and losses and he
has to find excuses and make-up
excuses to offset the losses.
Cleveland ain’t never won nothin’
Jack! What’s exciting about
getting’ your azz kicked most every
night. LeBron can’t change that by
himself. Suckers just payin’ and
goin’ broke just to watch them lose.
He had better ask for a trade to L.A
before somebody wake up. He can
sit on the pine, come in when Koby
need a rest and get himself a good
education!
If’n you wanna know something
‘bout back in the day, give me a
holla. I’ll just ask my cousin.

Back in the day, Oprah Winfrey
was a poor country girl makin’ it
big cryin’ crocodile tears all up in
White folks face and sh*t.
Remember I got me some cousins
in Baltimore. Then home girls hips
got bigger and she made some
more money off big face white gals
tryin’ to help them lose some of
their flabby flatness. Steadman
made him some chump change

SEE YA!
HAPPY
WHATEVER!

